Functional compensation of visual field deficits in hemianopic patients under the influence of different task demands.
We investigated the task-specific role of eye and head movements as a compensatory strategy in patients with homonymous visual field deficits (HVFDs) and in age-matched normal controls. All participants were tested in two tasks, i.e. a dot counting (DC) task requiring mostly simple visual scanning and a cognitively more demanding comparative visual search (CVS) task. The CVS task involved recognition and memory of geometrical objects and their configuration in two test fields. Based on task performance, patients were assigned to one of two groups, "adequate" (HVFD(A)) and "inadequate" (HVFD(I)); the group definitions based on either task turned out to be identical. With respect to the gaze related parameters in the DC task we obtained results in agreement with previous studies: the gaze pattern of HVFD(A) patients and normal controls did not differ significantly, while HVFD(I) patients showed increased gaze movement activity. In contrast, for the more complex CVS task we identified a deviating pattern of compensatory strategy use. Adequately performing subjects, who had used the same gaze strategies as normals in the DC task, now changed to increased gaze movement activity that allowed coping with the increasing task demands. Inadequately performing patients switched to a novel pattern of compensatory behavior in the CVS task. Different compensatory strategies are discussed with respect to the task-specific demands (in particular working memory involvement), the specific behavioral deficits of the patients, and the corresponding brain lesions.